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OVERVIEW
  This study is designed to achieve largely the following two purposes: One 
is to define the scope of creative industries and promising fields among them 
which reflect the nature of Korean creative economy; and the other is to 
suggest practical manpower policy measures to realize creative economy 
successfully by analyzing current situation and prospect, and by drawing 
effective linkage measures between education and labor market.  
  Overseas and domestic literature review was conducted to clarify the 
concept and issues of Korean model of creative industry and its leading 
manpower. In the research advertising industry and software industry are 
selected as representative fields in creative economy, so as to explore the job 
specifications and its education and training system. Especially the balance of 
core and the rest of the labor force in the specific industries were looked 
into both in the formal education system and non-formal training system.
  Besides, some survey research were conducted to grasp the conditions of 
supply and demand of core labor force, which would be applied as grounding 
to suggest development policy tasks to enrich the quality of education and 
training to advance the industries. 
 
POLICY SUGGESTION
  Following policies are suggested not only to contribute to the development 
of advertising industry and software industry by supporting core creative 
manpower, but also to prosper Korean creative economy budding the growth 
engines industry. 
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Development Core Manpower of advertising Industries 
  First, concrete directions of creative economy should be proposed to 
develop suitable level and quality of labor force. The importance of 
advertising industry as a creative industry should be disseminated to the 
public so as to enlarge the perception on the development and management 
of human resources. Then the industry would attract excellent labor force.
 Second, the ‘Smart Contents Producing Center’ should be established which 
activates to cultivate competent advertisement producers. Recently with the 
advent of the various digital media, advertising industry achieved secure 
environment to take off to  unprecedented development stage.  The Smart 
Contents Producing Center can take a role to reduce the imbalance between 
large enterprises and small and medium enterprises. Especially the center can 
provide producing- friendly facilities and educational conditions to the small 
and medium sized advertising enterprises and producers, which results in the 
preparing for the planform for growing together. 
  Third, justice business order should be set up among the advertising 
industry owners, enterprises, and producers. Profits of advertising industries 
has been various because the profit and loss sharing ratios has been applied 
and assigned differently depending on the type of media. The advertisement 
producing market should be segmented, so that justice business can be dealt 
and make a balance between large companies and small & medium 
companies. 
  Fourth, employment exhibition of advertisement producing industries should 
be organized and held more frequently to absorb excellent talents. 
Employment exhibition can provide opportunities for digital advertisement 
producers to interact their know-how and skills. Small and medium sized 
advertisement enterprises can benchmark the distinguished capacity and catch 
the trend of advertisement producing by interacting with others. Also it can 
satisfy its own demand for excellent workforce, and providing employment 
chances to job seekers on the other side of the coin.
  Fifth, growing together policy measures for small and medium sized 
companies should be prepared. Niche market strategies to enrich striking ideas 
can enhance the performance of the company. The government should support 
the development of small and medium companies by preparing education and 
training programs to upgrade expertise. Producing cost of small enterprises 
should be appropriated according to the standard producing unit cost so as 
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not be underestimated. Especially, the large companies and public sector 
should make a deal rather with small and medium companies, than with large 
companies.  
Development Core Manpower of Software Industries 
  First, environment of software industries should arrange virtuous cycles. 
Lacking understanding of the values of software industries may come to less 
profit and poor performance, which continue to poor re-investment and lack 
of excellent manpower. As a solution, software concert or documentary films 
should be propagated and would magnify public’s awareness of software and 
purchase of original goods. Especially, a success model as a software expert 
should be not only presented and publicized, but also appropriate conditions 
should be established to attract and nurture talented students and continue to 
develop with self-respect in the field on the foundation of advanced corporate 
culture, management competence, and unique characteristics of each corporate.  
 Second, qualitative mismatch of software industries should be improved. 
Support system to develop competency of future employees and incumbent 
workers should be built. Firstly, for the incumbent workers to facilitate to 
develop skills needed as software developers voucher system should be 
established. Besides, related laws and institutions should be improved. 
Specifically sector council as a software human resources development council 
should be organized and managed in which stakeholders, such as enterprises, 
colleges, and government discuss on the demand and supply plans head to 
head. In addition, unreasonable hindrance regulations should be scrutinized 
and reformed in various aspects.  
  Third, special cases on the military service should be reinforced to nurture 
expertise for the small and medium companies. Government should keep a 
rule to assign the excellent skilled workers to strategic industries not to only 
large industries. The special cases on the military services should be properly 
and best used to attract best workers, and prosper software industries besides 
improvement of educational system. 
  Fourth, intellectual property right should be protected. Weak protection of 
intellectual property right may result in outbound brain drain of excellent 
skills who could not root in the Korean society pursueing their career as a 
software professionals. It deteriorates vicious cycle of software environment. 
To protect the intellectual property right and non-visible property values 
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which are the origins of software industries, all-pervasive illegal duplication 
and download of contents should be eradicated with strict disciplinary action 
policies and national education policies organically. 
